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ABSTRACT
The processes of designing and developing in digital game is costly. Tower defense
games received much attention recently. However, there are few challenges found
in designing the maps used in the game; the maps used is either too easy to be
played or too difficult to be won. It happened as programmers simply developed the
maps without proper planning and testing. This research proposed a technique using
Evolutionary Algorithms (EAs) and Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) to auto generate
controllers to test the proposed maps. The proposed method can lead to significantly
better intelligent system rather than depending on either EAs or ANNs alone. The
selected EAs are Genetic Algorithm (GA) and Genetic Programming (GP) and the
selected ANNs are Feed-Forward Neural Network (FFNN), Elman Recurrent Neural
Network (ERNN), Jordan Recurrent Neural Network (JRNN), and an Ensemble Neural
Network (ENN). The proposed ENN is a weighted sum NN composed of single FFNN,
single ERNN, and single JRNN. The elitism concept is integrated in the optimization
processes. The GA utilized uniform mutation and uniform crossover operators
whereas the GP used one point mutation and one point crossover operators. Each
experiment is conducted 10 times for each algorithm. The boxplot and t-test are used
as performance metric in this project. As a result, by comparing the proposed EAs
with same ANN used, the results showed GA performed slightly better than GP. On
the other hand, by comparing different ANNs in the GA experiment, GA hybrid ENN
achieved 91% of success rate, GA hybrid FFNN achieved 89% of success rate, GA
hybrid JRNN achieved 81% of success rate, and GA hybrid ERNN achieved 70% of
success rate. Hence, it concludes that GA hybrid ENN outperformed other type of
NNs. Interestingly, the GP experiments showed different results. The GP hybrid FFNN
achieved highest average success rate which is 88%, GP hybrid ENN achieved 67%
success rate, GP hybrid ERNN achieved 64% success rate, and GP hybrid JRNN
achieved 63% success rate. Overall comparison showed GA hybrid ENN
outperformed the GP hybrid FFNN.
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ABSTRAK
Proses merekabentuk dan pembangunan dalam permainan digital adalah mahal.
Permainan pertahanan menara mendapat perhatian baru-baru ini. Walau
bagaimanapun, terdapat beberapa cabaran yang terdapat dalam merekabentuk peta
yang digunakan dalam permainan; peta yang digunakan terlalu mudah untuk
dimainkan atau terlalu sukar untuk dimenangi. Ia adalah disebabkan oleh
pembangunan peta tanpa perancangan dan ujian yang betul. Projek ini
menggunakan algoritma evolusi dan rangkaian neural buatan untuk menjana alat
kawalan secara automatik serta menguji peta yang dicadangkan. Gabungan antara
rangkaian neural buatan dan algoritma evolusi boleh membawa kepada sistem yang
lebih baik daripada bergantung kepada rangkaian neural buatan atau algoritma
evolusi sahaja. Algoritma evolusi yang terpilih adalah Genetic Algorithm dan Genetic
Programming manakala rangkaian neural buatan yang terpilih adalah rangkaian
neural Feed-Forward, rangkaian neural Elman Recurrent, rangkaian neural Jordan
Recurrent, dan rangkaian neural Ensemble. Pemilihan induk untuk kedua-dua
algoritma evolusi adalah pemilihan elitisma. Mutasi dan kaedah silang yang seragam
digunakan untuk Genetic Algorithm manakala mutasi dan kaedah silang satu titik
digunakan untuk Genetic Programming. Setiap eksperimen telah dijalankan selama
10 kali untuk setiap algoritma. Boxplot dan ujian T telah digunakan sebagai penilaian
metrik dalam projek ini. Dengan membandingkan algoritma evolusi yang berbeza
dengan rangkaian neural buatan yang sama, Genetic Algorithm mencapai prestasi
yang lebih baik daripada Genetic Programming. Dengan membandingkan Genetic
Algorithm yang sama dengan rangkaian neural buatan yang berbeza, rangkaian
neural Ensemble (91.00%) mencapai keputusan yang terbaik manakala rangkaian
neural Elman Recurrent (70.00%) mencapai keputusan yang paling teruk. Dengan
membandingkan Genetic Programming yang sama dengan rangkaian neural buatan
yang berbeza, rangkaian neural Feed-Forward (88.00%) mencapai keputusan yang
terbaik manakala rangkaian neural Jordan Recurrent (63.00%) mencapai keputusan
yang paling teruk. Sebagai kesimpulan, Genetic Algorithm Ensemble Neural Network
mencapai prestasi yang lebih baik daripada algoritma lain-lain dalam projek ini.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Overview
Chapter 1 introduces the general overview and background for this research. This
chapter is divided into six sections. First section is a general overview describing the
content of this chapter. The next section gives a brief explanation on the background
of the project. Next, problem statement will be discussed in section three. Then,
section four lists the main objectives of this research. The scope of the project will
be discussed in section five and the project contribution will discussed in section six.
The final section states the organization of other chapter for this project.
The main intention of this project is to create a new customized tower defense
map with different pathway and implement different evolutionary artificial neural
network model. In between of each different neural network models, results of each
model will be collected and analyzed after few times of experiment. The experiment
will be repeated until optimization of result is achieved. At the end of this project,
project summary will be stated.

Project Background
There are many different types of tower defense game that are currently being
played. But, the basic concept of tower defense is always the same because it is one
genre of the RTS game. Generally, player has to build a tower in the building region
to attack the creeps approaching to their base. The tower is built based on the
player’s money or gold and the money will increase when the tower successfully kills

the creeps. The player needs to learn where to build the tower at a strategic place –
the junction of the path, in order to maximize the number of creeps killed. The tower
can be upgraded or a stronger tower can be built when the player has earned enough
gold. The player has several types of towers available, each with various attributes
and side-effects. The attack range of tower mostly will affect the result of game. This
is because the tower is unable to shoot at anything when there are no creeps in their
shooting range. On the other sides, different types of creeps have their own abilities
and some will resist certain types of tower attack. If there are a specific number of
creeps reaching their base, the player will lose the game.
Tower defense games are continuously being developed and change the way
how games are being played. Due to this reason, player would usually find this type
of game interesting and challenging. Unfortunately, in the single – player part the AI
in these games does not learn these new strategies. This will lead to the player
become superior to the computer AI after playing for a long period and adapt to the
game strategies. This also make human player loses their interest in the single player
part of the game. If the AI in these tower defense game can adapt itself to the new
strategies and earn new strategies on its own against the player strategies, player
will continue their passion in the game due to the challenge and varied game
strategies.

Problem Statement
By referring back to senior’s research, they have used Genetic Algorithm, Genetic
Programming, Feed Forward Recurrent Neural Network and Elman Recurrent Neural
Network in their research. The result obtained was categorized into a few parts.


By comparing different EA,


GAFFNN performs better than GPFFNN whereas GAERNN performs better
than GPERNN.



The fixed size of GP binary tree causes GP slower than GA to reach global
optimum. This is explaining the performance of GP is less well than GA in
their experiment.
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By comparing each model with different ANN,


GAFFNN performs better than GAERNN. This is because the search space
of ERNN is larger than FFNN. It causes ERNN hard to find near-optimal
and jump to local optima.



Next, the GPERNN is performs better than GPFFNN. The depth of binary
tree of GP is fixed to suit with the total number of ANN’s weight and this
limits the global search of GP. However, search space of ERNN is wider
than FFNN. So, GPERNN manages to find local optima faster if compare
to GPFFNN.

After analyzing the experimental results, the combinational of evolutionary algorithm
and artificial neural network affect the performance of a particular model.
Running time of experiment is also another problem for senior’s research. In
their project, four experiments taken up with each experiment has 10 runs. Each test
will run 150 generations as termination condition of this experiment. A total 40 runs
had been implemented. It requires nearly 24 hours for each run to be fully conducted
and it requires approximately 40 days to run all experiments. Many other experiments
setup cannot be tested due to insufficient amount of time.
There was less research paper available for the tower defense game.
Although several of map design is available, but researcher seldom put so much effort
on the level of difficultly in game design. The level of difficulty of game can beneficial
to game programmer to reduce the time required in designing the game AI. This also
help to improve the game play experience. Generally, level of difficulty divided into
three layers: low/easy level, middle/intermediate level, and high/hard level. The AI
units will be generated based on the players’ selection. Level of difficulty can be
determine after calculate success rate of game play through the experiment.
Table 1.1: Example of Level of Difficulty Based on Success Rate in Game Play
Success Rate (%)

Level of Difficulty

0 - 30

High/hard

30 - 70

Middle/intermediate

70 – 100

Low/easy
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Project Objectives
The project objectivities are as follows:


Design and customized a new tower defense maps from World Editor Warcraft 3
for optimization and testing used.



To investigate, design, implement, and compare the selected evolutionary
algorithms (genetic algorithms and genetic programming) to evolve for the
required game controllers.



To investigate, design and implement, and compare the selected artificial neural
networks (Feed Forward Neural Network, Elman Recurrent Neural Network,
Jordan Recurrent Neural Network, and Ensemble Neural Network) in evolving the
required game controllers.



To compare result of Feed Forward, Elman Recurrent, Jordan Recurrent, and
Ensemble Neural Network.

Project Scope
The project scopes are as follow:


The game controller chosen for project is the Warcraft 3 World Editor, a platform
that allows us to implement the AI and environment. Hence, the usability is
limited only in Warcraft 3 World Editor.



There are 30 regions to build the towers and each game is limited to waves of
creeps which contain 20 creeps per wave.

Project Contribution
The section shows the contribution of this project and the previous senior’s work.
The comparison is shown in the table below:
Table 1.2: Contribution Project Work
Contribution Project Work
Senior’ work
-

Using

the

Currently work
algorithm

GAFFNN, -

GAERNN, GPFFNN, and GPERNN.

Using

the

GAFFNN,

algorithm
GAERNN,

GPFFNN, and GPERNN.
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GAJRNN,
GPJRNN,

-

-

Conducted their experiment with -

Conducted the experiment by using

using

new map which have a new design

the

existing

map

which

created by them.

path and used as new test-bed.

Not including the ensemble neural -

Including

network

network.

the

ensemble

neural

Project Organization
Chapter one is the introduction which concisely introduces general overview of the
project and comprises the reviewing content of the chapter, problem background,
problem statement, objectives, project scopes and also organization of the project.
Chapter two is literature review which discusses evolutionary algorithms,
artificial neural networks, and evolutionary – artificial neural network. This chapter
also comprised the past researches which were done by the previous researches and
description of some popular TD game.
Chapter three is methodology. It reviews and discusses method used and
overall framework conduct in building this project. The project plan, i.e. selected
evolutionary algorithms and artificial neural networks, are included at here. This
chapter ends with the summary of the experimental plan.
Chapter four is the system design and implementation. The system is analysis
and design. All algorithms and parameters are discussed at this chapter.
Chapter five is the experiment result and analysis. The result of experiment
is collected and analysis the data by using the graphs, tables and boxplots to make
the result more readable and clearly.
Chapter six is the conclusion which is also is the last part for this project. It
will summarize the project and result obtained. A short summary chapter review in
this chapter will also be included.
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LITERATURE REVIEW

Introduction
This chapter will discuss previous research which had been done by other researchers
related with the evolving and developing of artificial intelligence in tower defense
game. Firstly, we will start RTS genre game – Tower Defense and provide some other
examples of tower defense game. Then, we will further discuss about the research
methods used in tower defense game since last decade. The motivation of research
and summary of chapter will be concluded at the end of chapter.

Real Time Strategy Game
Most of the RTS game provided a great ideal platform for Artificial Intelligence (AI)
research. There are some of researches provided some evidences about AI are
getting more popular in the RTS games. For example, first person shooting game AI
development by implement genetic algorithm which are conducted by Zanetti and
Rhalibi (2004) and Cole, Louis, and Miles (2004). Louis and Miles (2005) developed
a Case-Injected genetic algorithm for Non-Player Character action in RTS game.
Hsieh and Sun (2008) trained the decision system in one singe battlefield by used
300 professional game players’ replays. The game AI approach is something like “God
mode” because of AI can predict all the possible user actions and strategy to play
the game. In RTS game, there are three main strategies and counter strategies. First
strategy is fast attack which meant player will try to take out opponent after only few
minutes of playing. Next strategy is learning new technology quickly, where allow
player to build units that are much stronger than player opponent units. Last strategy

is based on speed earning money and getting economy up then player to build
stronger units than opponents’ later in game. For sure there will a lot of variations
and combinations of strategies continuously being developed in future.

Tower Defense
Tower defense (TD) is one genre of the RTS game and relatively simple. The
objective of the game is to prevent specifies number of enemies from reaching the
base. That is only way the player can do is to build the tower along a fixed path of
customized map to attack those enemies move forward to their base. There is have
a few waves of creeps during each level of game and each wave is released when
each enemy in the current wave has either been removed or has reached the base.
The property of tower that affects the AI the most is range attack of tower. Therefore,
tower will be useless when there is not contain any creeps in the attack range. The
stronger tower will worth costly and more money can earn by killing each enemy.
Tower defense games provide a superior field to study AI for several reasons.
Firstly, the game is simple enough to implement the AI to be tested on the entire
game whereas the more complex of the game will caused require splitting
components apart and studying separately. Tower defense game also easy to set up
if compare with the other games. Many of tower defense game require tactical and
strategic to be successful but usually this will provide a balanced learning curve. RTS
games are a popular genre, which has been worked on for years, but RTS AI
performance is horrible compared to humans (Paul, 2011). Although RTS games are
far more complex, lessons learned on tower defense games can be extended to
improve the quality of AI in games (Buro and Furtak, 2003).
Tower defense games had been growing in popularity with the use of flash
web games. There are some noticeable tower defense games which are Bloons Tower
Defense 5, Plant VS Zombie, Warzone, and etc.
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Bloons Tower Defense 5
Bloons Tower Defense 5 is the most popular flash Tower Defense game. This game
uses a few customized path on map design and categorize it into easy, medium, hard
and etc. The interesting part of this game is that a new tower will be unblocked after
the game has reached a particular level. The tower in this game has many different
attribute like one kind of tower can slow the movement of enemy to move toward
the base. Other towers fire multiple attacks, attacks in two directions, attacks that
damage the area of the enemy. Special features of this game are such as towers that
can locate hidden creeps and another tower that is able to send creeps back to the
starting position.

Figure 2.1: Bloons Tower Defense 5
Warzone
Warzone is tower defense game which contains high-technology weaponry and large
open maps with different landscapes. The objective of this game is just to survive as
long as possible during the game. There is one special features of this game that is
it allows player to build wall to customize the map and fixed the path for the enemy.
By building the strategic wall, enemies take longer time to reach the player base.
Even though, the game had been design to have one kind of enemy which is air type
enemy and not blocked by a wall and this make this is what makes the game fun and
challenging to attract the player’s passion. After the player has built these towers, it
is essential that the player upgrades them, rather than buying more new ones. The
enemy is free-path moving and player will be forced to think critically to build the
tower at the right region.
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Figure 2.2: Warzone Tower Defense Extended.
Demonic Guardians
Demonic Guardians is a straggly tower defense game with a superfluity of levels,
enemies, and towers. Before starting the game, a hero – either ninja or knight will
be selected by the player and it is controllable using the arrow key. Player should
move the hero close to the action – they are going to do the most damage anyways.
Player will be able to obtain trophies for doing in-game task if player is playing on
either medium or hard. During unlock trophy moment, player will gain an evolution
point and it can used to upgrade screen such unlock new tower, increase money
gained and etc.

Figure 2.3: Demonic Guardians
Plant VS Zombie
Plant VS Zombie has five lanes to defend against the zombie and player is allowed
to select six different plant types from armory at the beginning of each level for
prevent player brain being eaten by zombie. In this game, each plant costs a certain
amount of sunlight (money) to plant. Globs of sun will fall periodically to the earth,
and player must click on them to add to owns supply before globs of sun disappear.
Player also can earn additional sunlight by planting the sunflower. In each level of
game, sunflower is one of the type of plant essential to the player because it will
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provide globs of sun to player in order to plant more expensive plant later. Next, this
game also renders mini game, puzzle game, and etc to increase the players’ passion.

Figure 2.4: Plant VS Zombie
Born of Fire Tower Defense
Born of Fire Tower Defense is a game that combine with RTS game and role-playing
game (RPG). This game is different with other TD game because of it is based on
hero concept. There are four types of heroes which are demon incarnate, kitsune,
king, and shield-maiden. Each character has its own hit-points (HP) and mana-points
(MP). Heroes can up level after gaining some experiment in the game and improving
their abilities after reached some level. Monsters that reach the base will bring
damage to the hero but the hero can also heal themselves by using some specific
skills. In addition, player can exchange two skills of each hero with other skills at any
time. The choices of skill solely depend on the player strategy plan as long as the
player can win the game.

Figure 2.5: Born of Fire Tower Defense.
Integrated Defense
In this game, player is allowed to build cables, generators, and offensive towers. The
goal for this game is to prevent the enemy from attacking the Center of Operations.
The Center of Operations has a fixed life score and this game will end if life score
10
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